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ABSTRACT 

A new mechanism of harmonics generation (HG) induced by quantum 
electrodynamics (QED) effects in extreme intense laser foil interaction is found and 
investigated by Particle-in-Cell (PIC) simulations. When two laser pulses with 
identical intensities of 1.6 × 10 W/cm  are counter-incident on a thin foil target, 
harmonics emission is observed in their reflected electromagnetic waves. Such 
harmonics radiation is excited due to transversely oscillating electric currents coming 
from the vibration of QED effect generated 푒 푒  pairs. The effects of laser intensity 
and polarization were studied. By distinguishing the cascade depth of generated 
photons and pairs, the influence of QED cascades on harmonics generation was 
analyzed. Although the current HG is not an efficient way for radiation source 
applications, it may provide a unique way to detect the QED processes in the near 
future ultra-relativistic laser solid interactions. 
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1. Introduction 

Quantum electrodynamics (QED) has been known as a fundamental theory 
since the early 20th century. The electron-positron pair (푒 푒  pair) creation via 
photon decay was one of the most relevant topics in QED [1-3]. The development of 
ongoing strong laser facilities, such as ELI and Vulcan, with potential capability of 
delivering laser pulses in intensity of ~10 W/cm , makes it possible to 
demonstrate pair creation via laser-plasma interaction [4, 5]. At such intensities, two 
important QED processes are mostly concerned. One is nonlinear Compton scattering, 
which describes that electrons can emit 훾-ray photons when interacting with intense 
laser pulses [6]. Another is the well-known nonlinear Breit-Wheeler (BW) process, 
which describes the 푒 푒  pair production during the interaction of high-energy 훾 
photons with laser photons [7]. The combination of these two processes can easily 
lead to a rapid growth of newly produced hard photons and 푒 푒  pairs. This is 



known as QED cascade, or avalanche [1-3, 8, 9]. QED cascade is determined by a 

Lorentz invariant parameter 휒 = (푒ℏ/푚 푐 ) −(퐹 푝 ) , where 푖 is the particle 

index; ℏ is the reduced Plank constant; 푒 and 푚  are the elementary charge and 
electron mass; 퐹  and 푝  are the field tensor and particle’s four-momentum. In 
some cases, 휒  can be interpreted as (휀 /푚 푐 )(퐹 /푒퐸 ), where 휀  is the particle 
energy and 퐹  is the force perpendicular to the particle’s moving direction [10]. Here 
퐸  represents Schwinger field amplitude 퐸 = 푚 푐 /푒ℏ = 1.32 × 10 V/cm [11]. 
The quantum effects come into sight when 휒  reaches 0.1 or even higher. 

Recent researches on QED cascade effects in laser-produced-plasmas mainly 
concern about the pair production rate [12-14] and the energy spectra of newly 
generated photons and pairs [15-17]. Vranic et al. [18] and Ridgers et al. [19] have 
done some deep analysis on the effects of stochastic nature in the energy spectra. 
Different laser configurations and target shapes have been considered to lower the 
intensity threshold of QED cascade [2, 20], or to get prolific pair production [1, 3, 
21-24]. Previous studies have shown that two counter-propagating lasers interacting 
with a foil target can form a standing wave and charged particles are hence trapped in 
the nodes or antinodes [25, 26] of the standing wave depending on the laser intensity. 
The electron dynamics of radiative trapping is conducted in a recent work by Kirk et 
al. [27]. Experimental evidences for measuring strong QED effects, especially the 
radiation reaction force in all-optical experiments are carried out by Poder et al. [28] 
and Cole et al. [29]. However, the QED effects on the reflected laser fields during the 
interaction, such as harmonics generation, have not been reported yet. For lower laser 
intensity, laser solid target interaction induced high-order harmonics generations 
(HHG) have been widely studied in the last decades due to their potential applications 
in ultraviolet- or X-ray source generation, in attosecond dynamics detection and even 
in plasma surface detection [30-32]. Generally, such HHGs are resulted from the 
electrons’ classical response to the driver laser pulse, and are explained mainly by 
three kinds of mechanisms, i.e. relativistic oscillating mirror, coherent wake emission 
and coherent synchrotron emission [33-36]. 

In this paper, we present a new kind of harmonics generation in a regime 
dominated by strong QED effects, where harmonics with odd orders are observed. 
The mechanism of the harmonics emission is investigated by a fully relativistic 
Particle-in-Cell (PIC) code—EPOCH [37, 38], where two QED modules describing 
nonlinear Compton scattering and multi-photon BW processes are self-consistently 
included. Other QED processes such as BH and trident are not considered due to their 
relatively low cross section within current laser intensity range [39-41]. The laser 
polarization and intensity effects on the HGs are also studied. This mechanism may be 
used as a useful approach to detect and explore the QED processes in the near future 
ultra-relativistic laser solid interactions. 

 
2. Simulation setup 

In our studies, a hydrogen-carbon mixed target was used, with each atomic 
density of 40푛 , and the total electron density is 280푛 , where 푛 = (푚 휔 )/



(4π푒 )  is the critical plasma density, and 휔  is the laser angular frequency. 
Two-dimensional PIC simulations were performed. The simulation box locates from 
푥 = 0μm  to 푥 = 9μm  in the longitudinal direction and from 푦 = −4μm  to 
푦 = 4μm in the transverse direction. The target is 1μm thick and locates in the 
middle of the simulation box as shown in Fig. 1(a). Although the thickness we used 
here is not related to the relativistic skin depth, the QED process here requires that the 
target should not be too thick. Two counter-propagating p-polarized laser beams are 
incident simultaneously on the target. Each of them has a wavelength of 휆 = 1μm 
and intensity of 1.6 × 10 W/cm , which is a typical threshold intensity for QED 
cascade saturation [42, 43]. Both laser pulses have a longitudinally square-pulse shape 
and their duration is 30fs (~9T ). A super-Gaussian like transverse profile in 푦 
direction is used for the laser pulses. 

To deeply understand the QED cascade process, we made some modifications in 
the EPOCH code [44]. A new parameter of macroparticles called generation order is 
added to the particle type to describe the cascade depth of the particles, which records 
how a newly born particle comes from. The generation order of initial target electrons 
in the plasma is 퐺 = 0. Then the generation order of photons emitted by these 
electrons is 퐺 = 퐺 + 1. Afterwards, the generation order of 푒 푒  particles is 
퐺 = 퐺 , etc. This process continues until the cascade stops. This is a useful 
diagnosis when we need to investigate the cascade effects, such as the capability of 
photon production from either target electrons or 푒 푒  pairs. In our notation, all the 
photons with generation number of one are emitted by target electrons, meanwhile 
photons with generation number higher than one are emitted by the afterwards 
produced 푒 푒  pairs. 

 
3. Harmonics generation induced by QED effects 

 



Figure 1. (a) Sketch map of the laser foil interaction and diagnosis points of the 
harmonics emission. The coordinates of A, B and C points are (1,0), (4.25,0) and 
(4.5,0) respectively. The green region, locating from 4.7μm  to 4.8μm  in 푥 
direction and from −0.5μm  to 0.5μm  in 푦  direction, is used to diagnose the 
positron average density in Section 5. (b)-(c) Spatiotemporal evolutions of target 
electron (b) and positron (c) densities on 푦 = 0 axis. (d) Spatial distribution of 
positron density at 푡 = 12.5T  and normalized electric field 퐸  on 푦 = 0 axis. 
 

We first study the QED process during the laser foil interaction. Fig. 1(b) and (c) 
show the spatiotemporal evolutions of electron and positron densities, respectively. 
The target electrons are firstly accelerated and compressed by lasers from both sides. 
Then they start thermal expansions and oscillate periodically in the laser fields, which 
radiate a large number of high-energy 훾-photons. Due to the opposite, equal laser 
radiation pressures, these accelerated target electrons can be well confined to the 
center without any leaks, forming two high-density electron layers. The multi-photon 
BW process initiates at 푡~6T  and a large amount of 푒 푒  pairs are therefore 
produced within the initial foil region. As interaction processes, 푒 푒  pairs are 
produced tremendously even in the outer regions, as seen in Fig. 1(c). This is caused 
by the significant QED cascade effect, where the produced 훾-photons propagate 
outwards and then collide with the incoming laser pulses, leading to continuous 
increase of pair plasma density. At a later time, the pair plasma becomes opaque to the 
incident laser pulses and the standing wave formed directly by the 
counter-propagating laser pulses disappears [45, 46]. Meanwhile, the electron and 
positron bunches in the outer regions are compressed inward by the laser 
ponderomotive forces which continuously increase the density of pair plasmas in the 
center. After 푡 = 14T , the compressed pair plasma expands along both transverse 
and longitudinal directions due to the vanishing incident laser pulses. 

The formation of the central double layer structure has also been reported by 
Chang et al. [47] and Baumann et al. [48], however, its effects on reflected 
electromagnetic (EM) fields have not been studied in detail yet. In our studies, we 
found that the central over dense pair plasma will introduce harmonics component in 
the reflected wave of incident pulses. To see this, the spatial distribution of the 
transverse electric field 퐸  is shown in Fig. 1(d). Harmonic components can be 
clearly seen from the waveform. While reducing the laser intensities to 퐼 = 4 ×
10 W/cm , the simulation shows that such kind of harmonic components disappear, 
which means that the current HG is quite different from what one usually observes in 
normal relativistic laser plasma interactions. It should be related to the QED effects. 



 
Figure 2. (a) Spatiotemporal evolution of left propagating EM field ((퐸 − 퐵 )/2) on 
푦 = 0 axis. Dashed lines denote the three detection points in Fig. 1. (b) Temporal 
evolutions of left propagating fields at detection points A, B and C. (c) Spectra of left 
propagating fields detected at those points. 
 

To see the HG process, in Fig. 2(a) we show the spatiotemporal evolution of the 
left propagating field, which is defined as 퐹 = (퐸 − 퐵 )/2, where 퐸  and 퐵  
represent the transverse electric and magnetic fields. It can be seen that most of the 
laser pulse cannot transmit through the high-density plasma layers formed in the 
central region. In specific, temporal evolutions of left propagating fields and their Fast 
Fourier Transformation (FFT) at the three detection points are shown in Fig. 2(b) and 
(c), respectively. One can see the 3rd and 5th harmonic components at all these 
detection points, which is consistent with the spatial distribution of the fields shown in 
Fig. 1 (d). From Fig. 2(b) one can see that the initial reflected or transmitted waves 
only contain fundamental frequency components and the high order component 
appears at a later interaction stage, which implies that the HG happens as the QED 
process is fully excited. In the following we demonstrate the effect of QED cascades 
on the harmonics generation by changing laser foil interaction parameters, such as 
laser polarization and intensity. 

 
4. Laser polarization and intensity effects on harmonics generation 

We first study the laser polarization effect on harmonics generation. While 
keeping p-polarization of the left incident beam, the polarization of the right incident 
beam is changed to s-polarization (We call this P-S driven interaction case). By this 
way one can distinguish whether the harmonics come from the transmission or the 
reflection component of each laser pulse. 



 
Figure 3. (a, c) Spatiotemporal evolution of positron density on 푦 = 0 axis. (b, d) 
Spectra of different filed components at three detection points. Upper and lower pads 
correspond to the P-S driver interactions at laser intensity of 1.6 × 10 W/cm  and 
P-P driver interactions at laser intensity of 4 × 10 W/cm , respectively. 
 

We present in Fig. 3(a), the spatiotemporal evolution of positron density of the 
P-S driver interaction case. It is seen that the left propagating s-polarized laser seems 
to have a stronger force on the produced pair plasma leading to a tilted distribution of 
positron density. This is due to a quasi-1D effect of the s-polarization in a 2D-slab 
simulation structure. The particles cannot move along the 푧 direction such that they 
accumulate around the interaction region, which enhances the production of 푒 푒  
pairs. The FFT spectra of left propagating p/s-polarized field components at point B 
are shown in Fig. 3(b). Here, the left propagating s component field is defined as 
퐹 = (퐸 + 퐵 )/2. Both left propagating p-polarized component and s-polarized 
component have a peak in the 3rd harmonic. The p component is larger than the s 
component, which means the harmonics mainly come from the reflected EM waves. 

The effect of laser intensity on harmonics generation is further studied. We 
reduced the laser intensity to 4 × 10 W/cm . The spatiotemporal evolution of 
positron density and the FFT spectra of the propagating EM fields are shown in Fig. 
3(c) and (d), respectively. The positron density decreases with the laser intensity. The 
central high-density plasma layer disappears and the sanding wave stays during the 
whole interaction process. The FFT spectra show that the 3rd and 5th harmonics 
components no longer exist at all of the three detection points, and the amplitude of 
the fundamental frequency wave becomes higher relative to the case of 퐼 = 1.6 ×
10 W/cm . This is mainly due to the weaker laser absorption at the lower laser 
intensity. 

 
5. QED cascade effects on harmonics generation and source of electric currents 



inducing the harmonics emission 

 
Figure 4. (a) Spatiotemporal evolution of positron density on 푦 = 0 axis for the case 
without QED cascade process. (b) FFT spectra of left propagating fields at points A, B 
and C. 
 

In the high-density regime, QED cascades play an important role in the 
production of dense pair plasmas. To further check the effect of the QED cascade 
process on the harmonics generation, in a simulation we turned off the QED cascade 
channel. We only allow the production of the first generation of 훾 photons. The 
generation of 푒 푒  pairs from the laser target electrons interaction reserves, however, 
the succeeding cascade process is switched off. So technically the photons with 
퐺 ≥ 2 do not generate 푒 푒  pairs (see also in Fig. 5(e)). In this case, the pair 
number as well as its spatial density has a sharp decrease as shown in Fig. 4(a). 
Accordingly, the density oscillation of the two QED plasma layers becomes much 
weaker, which further reduces the laser absorption and reflection. Figure 4(b) shows 
the FFT spectra of left propagating fields at the three detection points. It is seen that 
all the harmonics components are vanished and only some high frequency noise 
remains in the spectra. The peak value of the fundamental frequency is much higher 
than that obtained in the cascade-turn-on case, which means that most of the laser 
energy do not transfer to the target plasmas and the 푒 푒  pairs. Beside the lower 
density of the oscillating electrons, by comparing Fig. 4(a) and Fig. 1(c), one can also 
see that the oscillation pattern itself is not as stable as the one in the QED cascade on 
case. These two factors make the conventional HHG mechanisms (such as relativistic 
oscillation mirror mechanism) be almost absent in current laser plasma interaction 
region. It proves that the harmonics generation here is mainly governed by the QED 
cascades and only happens when the laser intensity becomes strong enough, which 
may provide a useful way to detect the QED processes. 
 



 
Figure 5. (a) Spatiotemporal evolution of transverse electric current 퐽  on 푦 = 0 
axis. (b) FFT spectra of 휕퐽 /휕푡 and its two contribution terms for the harmonics 
generation. The contribution terms are averaged within the green square region 
labelled in Fig. 1(a). (c) Temporal evolution of average positron density within the 
green square region labelled in Fig. 1(a) for the cases with QED cascade on (black 
line) and off (red line). (d) FFT of the corresponding lines in (c). (e) Generation order 
spectra of positrons for the cases with the QED cascade on (black squares) and off 
(red squares) at 푡 = 12.5T . The QED cascade is turned on for the figures (a) and (b). 
 

To investigate the mechanism of the harmonics generation in the current study, 
we checked the transverse electric current evolution in the PIC simulations. Figure 5 
(a) shows the spatiotemporal evolution of 퐽  on 푦 = 0 axis. It is found that from 
about 푡 = 8T  harmonics components begin to appear in the central area. The FFT 
spectra of the current derivative 휕퐽 /휕푡 and its two contribution terms, 푣 휕휌/휕푡 
and 휌휕푣 /휕푡 are shown in Fig. 5(b). One can see that in this QED cascade on case, 
the 푣 휕휌/휕푡 term has a dominated contribution to the 5th harmonic component. 

Since the frequency component of 푣  is mainly one , it means the density 

derivative term should include 4 component. This is confirmed in Fig. 5(c), where 
evolutions of the average positron density in the green square region labelled in Fig. 
1(a) for the QED cascade on and off cases are shown. Before t = 10T  the 
evolutions for the two cases show similar behavior. A double-frequency (2) 
component of 휌 is seen in both cases as shown in Fig. 5(d), which is mainly due to 
the 2 component of the longitudinal ponderomotive force of the driver lasers. 

Combined with the one  component evolution of 푣 ,  both of the two terms 



(푣 휕휌/휕푡 and 휌휕푣 /휕푡) contribute to the 3rd component peak in Fig. 5(b).  
From the black lines in Fig. 5(c) and (d) one can also see that besides the 

2component, in the QED cascade on case, a 4 component of 휌 also exists. 

Combined with the one  component evolution of 휕푣 /휕푡, 휌휕푣 /휕푡 term gives the 

5th component peak in Fig. 5(b). And this electric current component finally 
contributes to the 5th harmonic in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

To find the reason of the 4 component of 휌, we used our newly developed 
function of cascade order analysis. Figure 5 (e) shows the positron generation orders 
in the QED cascade on and cascade off cases. When QED cascade is artificially 
turned off, positrons with 퐺 ≥ 2 no longer exist and as a result, the total positron 
number in this case is much lower than that in the QED cascade on case. This also 
explains why the average positron number in the QED cascade off case decreases 
much quickly than the QED cascade on case after t=12.5T0. The simulation results 
show that the 4 component of pair density oscillation only appears when the cascade 
process is turned on. It might because that the pairs with higher generation number 
(퐺 ± ≥ 2)  depend on the first generation of pairs (퐺 ± = 1 ) whose density 
modulation have 2component. Combining with the 2 component contribution 
from the interacting lasers, the final pair density modulations show 4 component, 
which then leads to the generation of the 5th order current and harmonic as we 
mentioned before.  

 
6. Summary and discussion 

In summary, the dynamics of two ultra-relativistic intense counter-propagating 
lasers interacting with a thin foil target is studied by using QED module included PIC 
simulations and harmonics up to 5th order have been observed. It shows that such 
harmonics are generated due to QED effects, especially the cascade process. Both the 
transmission and reflection fields carry harmonics components, while the reflection 
carries majority. Once QED cascade effect is turned off artificially or by reducing the 
driver laser intensity, 푒 푒  pairs production will be suppressed and harmonics 
component disappears. These studies provide a new way to detect the QED effects in 
the coming extreme intense laser target interaction where the QED processes may 
dominate the interaction. 
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